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Visual Artists and Works 
 
Works are listed alphabetically by artists’ first names and include contact details and 
prices for works that are for sale. Please speak to invigilators and get in contact with 
artists directly if you are interested in purchasing artworks. 
 
Aine Divine   
aine@ainedivinepaintings.co.uk, 07806 423157 
1. Komachi as artist, painting, watercolour, £550 
2. Graham as caretaker, painting, watercolour, £550 
 
Alan McGowan 
mail@alanmcgowan.com, 07980 845629 
1. Reclining Nude, painting, oil on panel, £3,250 
2. Solar Ember, painting, oil on panel, £3,250 
 
Alice von Gotha 
alice_von_gotha@outlook.com, 07460 272771 
1. Casus Belli, painting, acrylic and theatre blood on canvas, £90 
2. Dance, Helena, painting, acrylic and theatre blood on canvas, £150 
3. For Evermore, painting, acrylic and theatre blood on canvas, £90 
4. Forever More, painting, acrylic and theatre blood on canvas, £90 
5. Hallowed – Stigma, painting, acrylic and theatre blood on canvas, £40 
6. Into Your Icy Blues, painting, acrylic and theatre blood on canvas, £120 
7. Love will tear us apart, painting, acrylic and theatre blood on canvas, £90 
8. Neadar, painting, acrylic and theatre blood on canvas, £120 
 
Craig Marshall 
craig@craigmarshall.eu, 07413 961003 
1. 4 Minute Warning: Shiva, photographic DiBond digital print, £300 
2. 4 Minute Warning: Psyche, photographic DiBond digital print, £300 
3. 4 Minute Warning: Azreal, photographic DiBond digital print, £800 
4. 4 Minute Warning: Anubis, photographic DiBond digital print, £800 
 
Derek V Thwaits 
07585 559256 
1. episodes of theta, deep cut relief, black drawing ink, graphite pencil on cartridge 
paper, P.O.A. 
2. umm, iphone5 image, image on photographic art paper, P.O.A. 
3. fertilized, iphone5 image, image on photographic art paper, P.O.A. 
4. web of chastity, drawing, black pen on cartridge paper (original destroyed), P.O.A. 
5. architecture, put your mind where your body is, drawing, black biro pen on sketching 
paper, P.O.A. 
6. episurface, embossed photoshop image, photographic image of black biro pen sketch, 
P.O.A. 
7. there, drawing, black graphite pencil on cartridge paper, P.O.A. 
8. femme fatale, drawing, black ink pen and fingerprint on cartridge paper  
Note: hidden behind the mount is an unpublished poem ‘written’ on a brother ribbon 
typewriter (presentation copy with purchase), P.O.A. 
 
Faracy Moon Grouse 
faracymoongrouseart@gmail.com, 07794 550381 
1. Against All Odds, painting, watercolour and ink on paper, £100 
2. The Spirit Tree, painting, acrylic on canvas, £500 
3. Aurora, painting, acrylic on up-cycled canvas, £300 
4. The Phoenix, painting, watercolour and ink on paper, £100 
5. Winged Sunbird, painting, watercolour and ink on paper, £100 
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6. Ezekiel’s Vision, painting, oil and acrylic on canvas, £1000 
7. Hummingbird, painting, watercolour and ink on paper, £100 
8. Two Doves in a Tree, painted acrylic collage, acrylic and paper, £750 
9. Genesis, painting, acrylic on board, £200 
 
Federica Lucia Vinella 
federicaluciavinella@gmail.com, 07472 447047 
1. Fetus, sculpture made in plaster, £200 
2. Buddha, sculpture made in plaster, £350 
3. Concrete Woman, sculpture made in concrete, £250 
4. Sleeping Man, sculpture made in concrete, £250 
5. Legs, painting, acrylic on board, £150 
6. Skeleton, painting, acrylic on board, £150 
7. Anatomical Heart, pyrography/wood burning, £125 
8. Anatomical Face, pyrography/wood burning, £125 
9. Anatomical Foot, pyrography/wood burning, £125 
10. Anatomical Arm, pyrography/wood burning, £125 
11. Anatomical Portrait, painting, acrylic on panel, £125 
12. Blue Woman, painting, acrylic on panel, £125 
13. Blond Doll, painting, acrylic on panel, £125 
14. Brunette Doll, painting, acrylic on panel, £125 
15. Close Up, painting, acrylic on panel, £50 
 
Fiona Michie 
07917 166604 
1. Ella, drawing, charcoal on paper, £1950 
2. Annabel, drawing, charcoal on paper, £750 
3. Armour, drawing, charcoal on paper, £795 
4. Grounded, drawing, charcoal on paper, £895 
5. Fix your eyes, drawing, charcoal on paper, not for sale 
6. Honeycomb, drawing, charcoal on paper, £995 
7. Wishing well, drawing, charcoal on paper, NEG 
8. Wound up, drawing, charcoal on paper, NEG 
9. Chloe, drawing, charcoal on paper, £150 
 
Heshani Sothiraj Eddleston, Tilly Gilford, Rebecca Nadarajah  
Heshani: 07722 182740, Tilly: 0771788221,  
1. Style and Desire, photography / installation, photography and ceramics, poster by 
Heshani, Tilly and Rebecca £225 
2. Style and Desire, photography / installation, photography and ceramics, poster by 
Heshani, Tilly and Rebecca, £175 
3. Style and Desire - Pig’s head, ceramic by Tilly Gilford, £250 
4. Style and Desire - Pig’s head, ceramic by Tilly Gilford, £250 
5. Style and Desire - Goat’s head, ceramic by Tilly Gilford, £200 
6. Style and Desire - Goat’s head, ceramic by Tilly Gilford, £200 
7. Style and Desire, photography by Heshani Sothiraj Eddleston, £100 
 
Irvine and Noble 
kylenoble@live.co.uk 
1. The Boat, drawing, ink on paper, £500 
2. A Party, drawing, ink on paper, £300 
3. CHUM, drawing, ink on paper, £300 
4. The Butcher, drawing, ink on paper, £300 
5. The Shaman, drawing, ink on paper, £175 
6. LSD, drawing, ink on paper, £175 
7. The Ranch, drawing, ink on paper, £175 
8. Juiced, drawing, ink on paper, £175 
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9. A Buddha, drawing, ink on paper, £175 
 
J. A. Sutherland 
j.a.sutherland@hotmail.co.uk 
Walking on the Water, photography and poetry (reproduced in pamphlet) 
Hand-stitched printed pamphlets, card, paper, acetate, £5 
 
James Craig Page 
egapsemaj@gmail.com, 07817 259284 
1. The Great Creator, painting, liquid gloss on board, £400    
2. Tail Feathers, painting, gloss and acrylic on board, £200     
 3. Energy of Anatomy, painting, acrylic on board, £250        
 4. Prelude to a kiss, painting, liquid gloss on board, £400        
 5. The Way, painting, liquid gloss on canvas, £300        
 6. Amma, mannequin, gloss sculpture, not for sale        
 7. Lola, mannequin, gloss sculpture, not for sale    
 
Jean Gillespie 
jeanbirdchina05@yahoo.co.uk, 07931208208 
Lulu (series) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, drawing, pastel on paper, P.O.A. 
Figure (series) 1, 2, 3, 4 , 5, 6, drawing, mixed media, P.O.A. 
 
Joanna Lubonska 
joannalubonska@gmail.com, 07523 603620 
1. Erotic Kaleidoscope 1, photography/digital artwork, digital camera/photoshop  
£150 (59cmx59cm),  £85 (42cmx42cm) 
2. Erotic Kaleidoscope 2, photography/digital artwork, digital camera/photoshop  
£150 (59cmx59cm),  £85 (42cmx42cm) 
3. Erotic Kaleidoscope 3, photography/digital artwork, digital camera/photoshop  
£150 (59cmx59cm),  £85 (42cmx42cm) 
4. Erotic Kaleidoscope 4, photography/digital artwork, digital camera/photoshop  
£150 (59cmx59cm),  £85 (42cmx42cm) 
5. Erotic Kaleidoscope 5, photography/digital artwork, digital camera/photoshop  
£85 
6. Erotic Kaleidoscope 6, photography/digital artwork, digital camera/photoshop  
£85 
 
Juliana Capes 
www.julianacapes.co.uk 
Narcissus, installation, water/helium, pigment, paint, latex, foil, fishing wire, staples, 
price available on request 
 
Kirstie Campbell 
Kirstie_m_c@hotmail.com 
1. Untitled, painting, watercolour and pencil, £150 
 
Leigh Chorlton 
92 Willowbrae Avenue, Edinburgh, EH8 7HU, 07814 514771 
1. Metropolis, painting, oil on canvas, £1,800 
2. NHS Boogie Woogie, painting, oil on canvas, £1,900 
3. News International Fruit Bowl, painting, ceramic, £250 
 
Lynn Ahrens 
info@lynnahrens.co.uk, 07854 598264 
1. Lifeworld, painting, oil on canvas, £2000 
2. Picnic, painting, oil on canvas, £2000 
3. Sisyphus, painting, oil on canvas, £2200 
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Lynsey MacKenzie 
lynseymackenzie@me.com 
1. Shift I, collage, acrylic, and oil on canvas, £650 
2. Shift II, collage, acrylic, and oil on canvas, £800 
3. Shift III, collage, acrylic, and oil on canvas, £650 
 
Marcin Krupa 
artistamarcinkrupa@gmail.com, 07476 578878 
1. Sitting Woman, sculpture, polystyrene, £350 
2. Nude Woman 1, sculpture, plaster painted with oil paints, £150 
3. Nude Woman 2, sculpture, plaster painted with oil paints, £150 
4. Nude Woman 3, sculpture, plaster painted with oil paints, £150 
5. Nude Woman 4, sculpture, concrete painted with oil paints, £150 
6. Body Parts series, sculpture, plaster painted with oil paints, £30 each or £150 for all 
7. Cat Woman, sculpture, plaster painted with oil paints, £150 
8. Life Drawing 1, drawing, colour crayons on paper, £50 
9. Life Drawing 2, drawing, colour crayons on paper, £50 
10. Life Drawing 3, drawing, colour crayons on paper, £50 
11. Life Drawing 4, drawing, colour crayons on paper, £50 
12. Life Drawing 5, drawing, colour crayons on paper, £50 
13. Wooden Figure 1, sculpture in wood, painted with oil, £80 
14. Wooden Figure 2, sculpture in wood, painted with oil, £80 
15. Wooden Figure 3, sculpture in wood, painted with oil, £80 
16. Portrait, painting, oil paint on canvas, £150 
17. Sculpture 1, sculpture, made of wood, not for sale 
18. Sculpture 2, sculpture, made of plaster, not for sale 
 
Marios Papantoniou 
mariosp@hotmail.co.uk 
1. After the love, painting, oil on paper 
2. Contemplating, painting, oil on board 
3. Tribute to Matisse, painting, oil on board 
4. Going to work, painting, oil on board 
 
Mary Trodden 
marytrodden2@yahoo.co.uk 
1. Pan 1, drawing, graphite on paper, £100 
2. Pan 2, drawing, graphite on paper, £100 
3. Pan 3, drawing, graphite on paper, £100 
4. Pan 4, drawing, graphite on paper, £100 
 
Mel Roy 
melaniemoar@gmail.com, 07866 105233 
1. Ina in Profile, painting, oil on canvas, £450 
2. Seated Figure Study C, painting, oil on canvas, £500 
3. Annie Lies, painting, oil on canvas, £350 
4. Hollowed Crowns, painting, oil on canvas, £350 
5. Cracks in our Hearts and Heads, painting, oil on canvas, £500 
6. If It’s Too Much to Ask, painting, oil on canvas, £600 
 
Michelle Anita Foster 
besoworks@gmail.com, 07810 287179 
1. Living in, painting, watercolour on french philosophy text, £50 
2. Topography, intaglio etching, etching ink and fabriano rosaspina paper, £40 
3. What part of me do you want?, sculpture, earthenware with oxide wash, £190 
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Mike Spring 
mikespring8418@gmail.com, 07786 280891 
1. Where shall we go?  
recycled, carved and assembled, driftwood, scrap timber, whisky-barrell staves, £1,500 
2. Temple for a Sparrow 
construction, iron wire, plaster, mosaic, broken ceramic, paint, £900 
 
Mira Knoche 
mira.knoche@hotmail.co.uk, 07944 345145 
1. Splash!, painting, acrylic on paper, P.O.A. 
2. Trickling Woman, drawing, ink pen on paper, P.O.A. 
3. Trickling Woman, relief painting, plaster, acrylic & household paint on traffic sign, 
P.O.A. 
4. Gestural Figure, drawing, charcoal on paper, P.O.A. 
 
Paul Maguire 
maguire.film@gmail.com, 07588 168994 
Untitled 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, photography and sound, C-Print on PVC board (12x18) 
from 35mm colour and b&w negative, with audio file 
£50 per image (includes audio file), £250 for all 7 images (includes audio file) 
 
Paula Carley  
ann.marriott@lgbtyouth.org.uk, 07884258326 
1. Your brave heart, print, print on handkerchief, not for sale 
2. My beautiful sweetie, print, print on handkerchief, not for sale 
3. My gorgeous darling, print, print on handkerchief, not for sale 
 
Rosy Barnes 
duckmocker@gmail.com, 07706 847079 
1. Fear and Desire, painting, oil paint and oil pastel on board, £380 for both panels 
2. Fear (part of diptych Fear and Desire), painting, oil paint + oil pastel on board, £260 
3. Fire Woman, painting, oil paint and oil pastel on board, £190 
4. Desire (part of diptych, Fear and Desire), painting, oil on board, £260 
5. Clumsy Ballerina, drawing, oil pastel, £85 
6. Fear and Desire (study), drawing, oil pastel, £80 
7. Musing, drawing, oil pastel on paper, £90 
8. Fire Woman (study), drawing, oil pastel on paper, £75 
9. Who She Weeps For, mixed painting and drawing, watercolour pastel on paper, £80 
10. Green Girl, drawing, oil pastel on paper, £85 
 
Sáras Feijóo 
clownstepping@gmail.com, 07747 380317 
1. By the Sea, painting, oil paint and graphite on board, £180 
2. Reclining Figure, painting, oil paint and graphite on board, £180 
3. Looking Out, painting, oil paint on board, £200 
4. When the Fear Stopped Them, and Lies, painting, acrylic, graphite and oil paint on 
board, £280 
5. Apeiron, painting, charcoal, graphite and oil paint on board, £320 
6. Choose, painting, oil paint on canvas, £350 
7. Reborn, painting, graphite and oil paint on board, £500 
8. In and Out, relief painting, mixed media, £500 
9. Crawling, painting, oil paint on denim, £450 
 
Sean Lee 
seanlee444@yahoo.co.uk, 0131 657 4369 
1. 73-18, drawing, pencil, £300 
2. 79-4, drawing, pencil, £300 
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Sophia Lyndsay Burns 
www.sophia-burns.com, contact@sophia-burns.com, 07853 950384 
1. Sound Wall, painting, oil on canvas, £2400 
2. Where Is I, painting, oil on canvas, £1800 
3. Float, painting, oil on canvas, £450 
4. Geisha, painting, oil on canvas, £450 
5. Temporis, painting, oil on canvas, not for sale 
 
Tabitha Rayne 
Tabitha@TabithaRayne.com  
1. The Trick is to Know When It’s Finished, painting, ink, biro, pencil, not for sale 
2. The Motel Room and the Pearl Necklace, painting, ink, biro, pencil, £175 
3. Bath Time, painting, ink, biro, pencil, not for sale 
 
Tessa Berring 
tessabel@btinternet.com 
1. woman in stitches, embroidery, paper and cotton thread, £300 
2. Poupee 1, drawing, ink, wash and wax, £100 
3. Poupee 2, drawing, ink, wash and wax, £100 
4. Fourth Person Singular, hand stitched sculpture, leather, embroidery thread, and bell 
jar, limited editions to order 
 
Thomas Abercromby 
thomasabercrombyartist@gmail.com 
(Promise Land) 12 panel work, hand sewn felt, £4400 
1. (Mother) Panel 1, hand sewn felt, £430 
2. (Identity) Panel 2, hand sewn felt, £430 
3. (Blood) Panel 3, hand sewn felt, £430 
4. (Tennents to the face) Panel 4, hand sewn felt, £430 
5. (Dogma) Panel 5, hand sewn felt, £430 
6. (The Fall) Panel 6, and sewn felt, £430 
7. (An end to imperialism) Panel 7, hand sewn felt, £430 
8. (Addiction) Panel 8, hand sewn felt, £430 
9. (Untitled) Panel 9, hand sewn felt, £430 
10. (Untitled) Panel 10, hand sewn felt, £430 
11. (Smashing Night) Panel 11, hand sewn felt, £430 
12. (Death of the Father) Panel 12, hand sewn felt, £430 
 
Topaz Pauls 
topaz.pauls@hotmail.co.uk, www.cloudling.tumblr.com, 07913 673555 
1. Self portrait at 23 years minus 8 hours 17 minutes, painting, oil on board, 
£1200 
2. Tony, Dennis and Brian, painting, oil on canvas, private collection 
3. Those I Love, painting and drawing, graphite pencil, conté, charcoal, oil,   
prices for individual pieces on request 
 
Trina Bohan 
07783 398112 
1. Torso 1, mixed media on card, P.O.R. 
2. Torso 2, mixed media on card, P.O.R. 
3. Torso 3, mixed media on card, P.O.R. 
4. Torso 4, mixed media on card, P.O.R. 
 
Wilson Russell 
www.wilsondrawings.co.uk, 07807 540022 
Untitled 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, paintings/drawings, ink and watercolour, £120 each 
Untitled 10, painting/drawing, ink and watercolour, £80  
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PERFORMING ARTISTS & WRITER IN RESIDENCE 
 
We’d like to thank all the following fantastic performers, artists and contributors for 
giving their time and making Naked Aye bigger and more fabulous than we ever could 
have imagined. 
 
 
Opening Night Performers, Saturday 3rd October: 
 
That Thing by Rebecca Green 
Rebecca works with live performance, painting, writing, craft and participation. She 
maintains a diverse practice, which is intimate and universal, mixing improvised surreal 
intentions, a wilfully alluring insistent humour and collision of empathic bewilderment 
amid a searing focus illuminating the natures of individual human interactions and 
relationships. Her work examines, among other things, accepted and absurd human 
conventions, the act of performance and the moments between performer and audience, 
deviant relationships and observations below the surfaces of everyday activities. She 
currently lives and works in Edinburgh, Scotland. 
She will present three performance art pieces for Naked Aye, under the title “That Thing”. 
http://schedulingspontaneity.tumblr.com 
http://rebeccagreen.tictail.com 
https://vimeo.com/greeny 
 
THE HIDDEN PORT by Monica d’Ioanni & Liam Baker 
Original theatre with contemporary dance and live music. 
During World War One, Giuseppe Ungaretti wrote poetry, whilst serving as a soldier in 
the Italian Front. He wrote at night, by gas light, in the few quiet hours between the 
chaos and the violence. Forged under the constant threat of death, his poems confirm 
the unvanquishable beauty of life. 
Join us on a theatrical journey, tracing the journey of Ungaretti as he searches for light 
in the darkness, hope in the impossible; the world that was lost: The Hidden Port. 
 
Virtual, Virtuous, Virtuoso by Topaz Pauls &  Company & S I N K 
Two nude dancers and Norman Mclaren’s 1968 film Pas De Deux, accompanied by live 
improvised music by Tim Vincent-Smith, Leon and Daniel Doumnov (s!nk), together with 
Atzi Miramitzu, Dave Townhill (Lipsync for a Lullaby) and Dave House (The Reverse 
Engineer). 
 
Raven, Collection, Selection by Sara Monaghan 
An interactive performance piece 
 
Contact Dance Improvisation Demo by The Glasgow Jam 
As a practice, contact improvisation relates fundamentally to the themes of desire and 
its ever-shifting shapes. It is a purely sense-based movement form, taking impulses 
based on the body’s experience – e.g. pressure, momentum, spatial opportunities, 
vibrations and rhythms of sound – as the starting point for improvisation. 
Movers listen to one another as well as taking cues from their physical environment and 
follow their curiosity in relation to what the space offers, moment by moment. 
theglasgowjam.blogspot.co.uk 
 
Erised 
Erised is a physical theatre exploration of the theme of desire in different prospectives 
and natures. How does desire affect you? How does it affect the outside? We found some 
of the answers and embodied them using a marvellous mix of physical and voice skills. 
This work has been created by Alessandra Neri together with the Physical Theatre 
students of Fife College. 
———— 
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Liam Baker 
Live Music, www.liambaker.co.uk 
 
Host and Performance Curator: Saras Feijoo 
Saras will bring her character The Hostess to welcome you, take you into a journey 
amongst performance artists and very diverse visual art. Expect to be surprised and 
bring your best intentions. 
Saras is a performance artist, theatre maker, producer and metaphysical figurative 
visual artist. She is the Performance Curator at Naked Aye Art Collective for both 
opening and closing nights. 
To read more about her work, see clownstepping.com and sarasfeijoo.wordpress.com 
 
Writer in Residence: Marjorie Lofti  
Marjorie will be interacting with the exhibition and event – writing poems and text 
responding to various paintings and the event as a whole. 
 
She will be responding to the exhibition and events and running a writers’ workshop on 
Thurs the 8th Oct. 
 
Join Marjorie’s writing workshop – Open to All: 
Marjorie will also give a short writing workshop on Thursday, 8th October from 10-12pm. 
She will be sharing how to write responding to a visual art work. Please email 
nakedayeart@gmail.com.  
 
 
 
Closing Night Performers, Friday 16th October, include: 
Capoeria Group with Michal Jesionowski, Marjorie Lofti Gill, Rebecca Green, Sergio Bueno 
Vazquez, Topaz Pauls & more to be confirmed. 
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ARTIST RESIDENCY – 5TH-9TH OCTOBER, 11AM TO 6PM 
Part of the exhibition will include a daytime artist residency in the first week, Monday to 
Friday, organised by Marcin Krupa, with free space provided for artists to work together, 
create and experiment freely.  
Get in contact with nakedayeart@gmail.co.uk if you would like to get involved. 
 
We are also collaborating with Topaz Pauls, exhibiting artist, life model, and the face of 
Reconfigure, to offer an exciting and diverse programme of life drawing in that week. 
Topaz set up Reconfigure to bring together subversive performance art and drawing, to 
challenge and push artists with something different to a conventional life-drawing setup.  
 
RECONFIGURE’S LIFE DRAWING CLASSES – OPEN TO ALL! 
Following a successful weekly Edinburgh Fringe run this year, Reconfigure is giving you 
the opportunity to do 3+ hours of life drawing from 12-3pm every day from 5th-9th  
October, including a special performance 6-9pm on Wednesday evening. 
  
PRACTICALITIES: 
Costs: £6 for two hours or £8 for three; or buy a pass for the week for £35.  
Booking: If you'd like to reserve a place in advance, you can search 'Reconfigure Life 
Drawing' on Eventbrite/find the links via Naked Aye or Reconfigure's Facebook/Twitter, 
or email reconfigurative@gmail.com directly. 
Materials: You bring your own, there will be some there to buy, some to borrow. Easels 
and boards can also be rented for the cost of £3 a session, or again, bring your own set-
up. 
 
DAILY THEMES 
MONDAY 5th: Movement 
Two models, ribbons, and a hula hoop. Topaz, our organiser from Reconfigure, and Ross 
Cleland aka Volcanic Ash the hula-hoop dancer, will hypnotise you, doing a mixture of 
fast, slow, sequential and long poses. 
  
TUESDAY 6th: Max[ine] 
Max[ine] is a 5ft puppet made by Gavin Glover. acclaimed puppet-maker and founder 
member of FaultyOptic Theatre of Animation. Max[ine] and our model will work together 
in a series of shorter and longer poses. 
 
WEDNESDAY 7th (12-3pm): Still Life 
A single long pose; an amalgamation of found objects with a life model. A space, a 
narrative, an interaction. 
WEDNESDAY 7th (6-9pm): Nude musicians 
Grant McNeil and Sophie Somerville will awe and delight with their acoustic music and 
life poses.  
 
THURSDAY 8th: Body-bag 
Based on a performance piece by Naomi Garriock. Subverting the conventional 'draped' 
life model. A collage of limbs emerging from a silken drape. Mixed length poses. 
 
FRIDAY 9th: The Bed 
Dishevelled sheets, a sleeping figure emerging from the bedclothes. Pose lengths will 
depend on the restlessness of the sleeper.  
 
Reconfigure: Facebook; Twitter; @reconfigurative (Instagram/twitter handle) 
Gavin Glover: www.potatoroom.co.uk 
Ross Cleland aka Volcanic Ash: Facebook; Youtube channel; Instagram: 
@volcanicashhulahoops 
Grant McNeil: Youtube of his performance at SoFar Sounds Edinburgh  
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THANK YOU! 
 
 
We would like to thank Sophia Burns, Karl Graham and the rest of the Edinburgh Palette 
team at St Margaret’s House for their understanding, expertise and ongoing support in 
the planning, logistics and curation of the exhibition and by generously giving us gallery 
spaces to (dis)play works. We couldn’t have done this without you! 
 
All of the following who have helped us so generously in supporting this event by sharing 
their time, energy, skills, equipment, humour. We are truly grateful to: 
 
Andrew Richards for sharing his IT skills; Cat McCabe and Catherine Bromley for their PR 
support; Erik Johnson for his magic lighting skills and DJ set; Ewen Roy for coming up 
with our collective’s, aye right Scottish, new name; Federica Vinella for all her charming 
input; Federica and Marcin’s visting friend who helped with our website; Joe Malik and 
The Safari Lounge for hosting our after-parties; Nina Enemark for volunteering for quirky 
cinematic modelling; Paul Maguire for his graphic design contributions; Nina Davidson 
from The Skylark in Portobello and the company based at St Margaret’s House for 
lending us their PA. 
 
We would like to extend thanks also to all the artists and performers listed above who 
have helped with the set-up and volunteered their time for invigilating and setting up of 
the exhibit.  
 
Our event curators James Mooney, Kevin Cadwallendar, Paul Maguire, Topaz Pauls, and 
of course Sáras Feijóo, are making possible some fantastic events. Without their project 
management, we wouldn’t be attracting as many people to come and enjoy this multi-
disciplinary event. 
 
Warmest thanks also to our wonderful volunteers: 
Filipe Bras, Lynsey MacKenzie, Marlien Mielczarek, Mary Watson, Mathilde Macaux, and 
Sarah Brooks-Reynolds, 
 
…and to everyone on the Naked Aye Art team for their tireless commitment, proactivity, 
input and fantastic teamwork: 
Jean Gillespie, Mel Roy, Mira Knoche, Marcin Krupa, Paul Maguire, Rosy Barnes, Saras 
Feijoo, Topaz Pauls, Wilson Russell and Rosaly Johnston in the beginning. 
 
Reconfigure and Naked Aye are grateful to: 
Ross Cleland, Lucia Pazzini, Lydia Nowak, Grant McNeil, Sophie Somerville, Hayley 
Whittingham, Fraser McFarlane, Gavin Glover, Naomi Garriock, Trina Bohan, Tim 
Vincent-Smith, Leon Wright, Daniel Dumnov, Atzi Muramatsu and Dave House. 
 
It has been a pleasure to get to know the creative, outspoken and enthusiastic LGBT 
Youth Scotland group Beyond Gender and to work together creatively. 
www.beyondgenderyouth.org 
 
There are many many more to thank – you know who you are! 
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